1970’s Slang

A guide to the casual language of

The Super Seventies.
-A-

4-sho - for sure, or for real

A.F.A. - Instead of signing letters, photos, etc. sincerely we would sig A.F.A. That stood for A Friend Always

Ace - Just another groovy word for funky and awesome.

Airhead - stupid person, usually a woman, usually blond. Often someone pretending to be stupid in order to be considered attractive to the opposite sex. "Chrissy on Three's Company is such an airhead."

All Right - that's da bomb

Are You Decent? - Are you fully dressed?

Are You Jivin' Yet? - what I'd say to my peers at school, meaning I wanted to know when they'll stop talkin' so serious.

Audi 5000 - verb. Meaning to leave now, depart quickly. I am Audi 5000 (I am outa here, I am leaving right now). Originated during the period when Audi 5000s were experiencing sudden and unexpected accelerations.

Awe Sooky Sooky - Like awe yeah baby.. or something looks really good.. like "shut up"; can't believe it.

Awesome - Cool: That's totally awesome Man!

Awesome Possome - very cool

-B-

BAM!!!! - super cool

Baby - sexy, groovy person or someone you love

Backatcha! - "You too".
Bad - it is good. it is nice.

Bad - Good, nice

Bad - Nice, cool, (That's a bad jacket you're wearing)

Bad - Cool

Bad - Very, very good. As a rule, "Bad" was applied most readily to songs and outfits that you liked.

Bad - Good, nice, good looking, cool

Bangin - means it is good.

Be Still - Another way of saying "calm down" or "chill out" - "...yo man, be still!"

Be There Or Be Square - Means Be at the party or place or be boring!!

Be There Or Be Square! - Attend or you'll be looked down upon

Bear or Smokey - Thought you might be interested to know that my dad, Al Corban, who is 87 years old and was a long-time trucker and driver says he originated the term "smokey" and by the same action originated the term "bear". In Montana, where he was operating for most of his life, there was a hauling job in which timber was being taken out of a National Forest area. Because of that the Forest Service had people checking the trucks to see that they were meeting all the standards. In fact, they could issue tickets and fines. The truckers would call each other when one was spotted somewhere and warn others about their presence. Since they wore the standard uniform with the "Smokey the Bear" hats, Dad started talking about them on his radio as "Smokey Bears" or, as it was quickly shortened to, "Smokies", a "smokey" or "Bear(s)". As time went on the term naturally got picked up and applied to any mobile law officer or any officer in general.

Beat The Drag - driving up and down the 'loop' or the designated driving area as defined by the cool kids with cars!!

Bitch'n - awsome

Bitch-in - very cool

Bitchen - cool, the all time best, good idea, "That bike is bitchen", or "Bitchen, let's go!"
Bitchen - This was said when and item or thing was really cool or great.

Bitchin' - Way cool or really REALLY neat! That car is bitchin!

Black Saber - you're finished

Blazin - like on fire, totally hip or hotttttt

Blood - Used for like a greeting to a friend used for ex: Whats going on BLOOD.

Blow Off/blew Off - to skip, avoid or ignore someone or something. "I blew off that class." or "He was such a jerk, I just blew him off."

Bogart - To hog something. Like, "Hey man, don't Bogart that smoke. Pass it down!"

Bogart - greedy

Bogart - meaning: not to be selfish with an object. "don't bogart the pop rocks"

Bogart - to hog something, keep it for yourself.

Bogart - To keep for one's self.

Boge - Disgusting, repulsive That's boge!

Bogue - phony, false, or an imitation

Bogue - Bad, like "That food was really bogue tonight.

Bogus! - Dang it! To be annoyed with something, ex. You fall down "Bogus!"

Bomb - adj. to be hip, cool. ex. That guy has a bomb Chevelle.

Bomb Dude - thats sweet. awesome, something very cool.

Bone Jacked - stealing the style of one who is dead.

Boo-yah - Excited term of joy and happiness.

Boob Tube - television
Boogie - to get your groove on; to dance;

Boogy - to dance

Boss! - Cool; awesome

Bouge - If something sucks it's Bouge!

Bread - Money; Cash. "Do you have any bread?"

Break Foul - means to embarass someone "don't break foul on me"

Buff - Physically well built. ex: Sylvester Stallone is buff.

Buggin Out, Bugged Out - Meant something freaked you out or "what a trip", how wild

Bummer - bad news, not good,

Bummer - — A depressing, negative event or thing.

Bummer For Ya! - Is a synonym of sympathy identical in meaning to "Tough break!" or "Too bad!" or "That sucks!"

Bunk - Low quality stash or anything felt to be cheap or untrue.

Burn - To make fun of some one, to crack a joke at someone; for example: "That was a major burn!"

Burn Out - a regular user of drugs

Burn! - when you've been dissed, proved wrong, or been defied. used after the "diss" for example: you ask "so what have you been doing?" and your friend replies "YOUR MOM!" then after some one says "BURN!"

-C-

C.B. Radio Slanguage - The on air language used over cb radio, one of the most memorable fads of the 70's 10-4 GOOD BUDDY!

Can Ya Dig It?? - are you cool with that, is that okay?
Can You Dig IT!!!! - do you liek it..do you understand..do you agree

Can You Dig It - You Understand

Can You Dig It? - CAN YOU UNDERSTAND IT? IS THAT COOL WITH YOU?

Can You Dig It? - means "Do you understand?"

Caposhi - Means it was really cool. Stylish and sexy "That dress is so coposhi!"

Casanova - Boys who were unusually smooth operators with the girls.

Catch My Drift? - get it?

Catch U Up - seeing u later

Catch You On The Rebound - like see you on the flipside

Cats - people " that cat still owe me some money "

Check ya later. - See you later.

Cheese Weasel - an annoying/obnoxious idiot

Cheesier - Used in the Bronx; Little kids called other kids this if you sucked up to grown ups.

Cheeto - cheasey, or not being youself

Chick - girl

Chicks - "pretty girls"

Chill - stay cool

Chillaxin' - resting somewhere, chilling with my friends

Chilln' At The Pad - "RELAXING AT YOUR HOUSE,[HOME]"

Choke n' Puke - Means Bus stop with a diner
Chump - a loser, a fool, a rube.

Closet Disco Queen - somebody who is afraid to go out to the clubs and dance but will stay at home and shake it to the disco music on their 8 tracks.

Colder Than A Deuce!!! - no real meaning just a cool word to use for anything; damn, it's hotter than a deuce in here!

Confab - To talk; have a conversation

Convention - used as a diss. Ex. "Is this some sort of psycho convention?"

Cook, Ah Cook - You can dance!

Cool - Same as now!

Cool Beans - reply to something that is cool, awesome.

Cool Cat - A good friend like a "homie" in 2006

Cool Cat - Generaly a 'with it' streetwise person much like Huggy Bear in Starsky and Hutch

Cool Dude! - that's cool.

Cooler - means prison or jail

Coolie - cool awesome fabulous

Copacetic - Coined by Steve Martin: all right, cool, safe. As in, "Is everything copacetic?"

Copasetic - cool, or something that's cool.

Copasetic - Very satisfactory; see "outta sight"

Crawford Ran - a physically strong male; buff

Crazy - if something is hip or cool, or far out, people would say "Crazy man...Crazy!

Crib - Your 'crib' meant your 'house', where you lived.
Crib - home, or house. Nice crib., this here is my crib.

Cut The Cheese - farted

Cut! - "You've been dissed!" When someone cut you down, an observer might say, "Cut!"

-D-

Damn It Jim - A phrase from Star Trek that Captian Spock all ways says

Dang - Mightyfine

Decent - Cute, good-looking, foxy. Peter Frampton is sooo decent!

Decent - Very cool, something you are excited about. "The Kiss concert is going to be so Decent!" also shortened to "Deece."

Decent! - You left out DECENT. One of the most used words of the 70's. You also left out cool which means decent among other things.

Decent! or Way Decent! - Means "Great" or "Really Great!"; "That new song is way decent!"

Dig - v. To understand, to get something. Can be used as a question as well as a reply. "Q:Can you dig it? or Dig? A:Dig!"

Dig - do you get it

Dig - To understand

Dig - To thoroughly enjoy something or someone. ex. "I totally dig those shades, man."

Dig - either a show of approval or a show of understanding. ex. "i really dig you" = "i really like you" ex.2 "i can dig it." = "i get what you're saying." ex.3 "can you dig it?" = "do you understand?"

Dig It - got it?

Dig It - Means "I understand." Sentence Form: That's cool, I can dig it.
Dig It - CAN U DIG IT? a phrase meaning can you understand it

Dig It - like it

Dig It - know about

Dig It Or Dig? - understand? or you like something

Dig? - Do ya get it?

Dig?/ Dig It? - Do you get it?

Disco - really cool or something that reasebles coolness, That shirt is todally Disco.

Do It/score - have sex

Do Me A Solid - asking for a favor

Do That! - That means your looking good, or have it going on! You are all that!

Do You Copy? - Do You Copy?: Understanding what someone is saying

Does Anybody Remember Laughter? - A quote from led zeppelin frontman robert plant, usually used as a celebration, for instance, if you were waiting in line to get into a concert and you finally got in " Does anybody remember laughter? "

Doggish - syn. for cold blooded, or cruel as in a messed up diss. If some one lays a cold burn on somebody, you might say, "man, that was doggish!"

Don't Be A Bunny - don't be stupid

Don't Bogart - Don't be selfish

Dont Have A Cow Man - theres no need to get in a mood about it

Doobie - A marijuanna joint.

Doobie - joint, marijuana cigarette

Dork Or Dorky - a dull or slow-witted person
Down With. - meaning i understand, like, hey man, are you down with it?

Drag - as in, "What a drag!" meaning, "man, that's lousy." also, to "Take a drag", aka a "hit".

Dude - cool

Dude - a male surfer

Dude - A way to address someone: Dude, thats totally awesome

Dude - friend home

Dude - awesome, sweet

Dude - guy, or girl

Dude - "Man" "Guy" person.

Dude - rock on

Dude! - a 60's/70's term for 'man'

Dude!!! - dude a word they used to also define cool, sweet and so on

Dude!!!! - a girl or a guy!!!!Dude!!!

Dude, Dudet - man and girl

Dunny - another word meaning the toilet. (eg) I need to do a piddle in the dunny.

Dy-no-mite! - Great

Dynomite - slang words in the 70's

Dynomite - awesmoe

Dynomite!!! - Great. How could you forget.
-E-

Emery - emery is a word that defines hip or real cool kid

Ends - 90's means: money

Fag Hag - A David Bowie fan. Or any female whom is attracted to homosexual males.

Faloupopo - When someone is acting spacy ex. katelyn was acting so faloupopo in class today.

Famoo - something that is very appealing

-F-

Far Out - really cool; "righteous"

Far Out - cool;

Far Out Man - "so cool" "Awesome"

Far Out Man! - Way cool

Far Owt!! - neat, cool. that dress is 'far owt!'

Fauncy - means its a bit cool

Fillet - That chick is so Fillet (bad to the bone, bad to the T-Bone, bad to the Fillet Mignon.....shortened to just "Fillet")

Flat Leaver - If you were hanging out with a friend and left to hang with "cooler" kids,you were a flat leaver lol

Flower Power - Rather choose peace over war

Fooey - "something that is just plain rubbish"
For Rizzle - really or I didnt no that

For Sure - Usually pronounced "fer shure"; synonym for the gazillion other things meaning, you are correct, such as, right on, I'm hip, I dig, etc.

Fox - Noun, good looking dude or chick. "John Travolta is such a fox!"

Foxy - Very attractive girl, "She's pretty Foxy!"

Foxy - 1) Adj. Good Looking. eg. "Hey foxy lady"

Foxy Mama - hot chick, hot girl

Freak-me-out - Means : that really surprised me!

Freak-out - an event at which the participants do psychedelic drugs and "freak out."

Freaky-deaky - very weird

Fruit - adjective; something that is stupid or excessively nerdy; "I hate David Cassidy. He's so fruit."

Funk - cool

Funk-it-out - to make something or someone kool,hott or sexier

Funkadelic - Awsome, Cool: "Man,that dance was funkadelic!"

Funkadelic - awesome and funky at the same time!

Funky - another way of saying "thats cool"

Funky - cool

Funky - Different in a cool way!

Funky - BETTER THAN GROOVY OR EVEN OUT OF SIGHT JUST PLAIN GONE

Funky - Not good, "Your bathroom smells funky!"

Funky - weird
Funky - cool or weird
Funky - cool or different
Funky - WEIRD OR SOMETIMES COOL.
Funky - cool and unusual
Funkydorae - something is funky
The Fuzz - the police
The Fuzz - Another term for the police...
The Fuzz - The police. As in "I was speeding the other day, and I got pulled over by the fuzz"
Fuzz - Cops,- police,- law enforcement

-G-
Gag Me With A Spoon - something weird or disgusting, a chick who's ugly
Gas - fantastic!!!
Gearhead - person interested in cars
Get Bent - Get messed up.
Get Real! - Telling someone to "pay attention" or face reality.
Get-go - from the begging
Ghetto Fabulous - awsome or neet
Gig - Job. e.g. I start my new gig today.
Gimme Five - Slap hands (one palm over the other, then in reverse) with another person, as in agreement with you, or something you really like
Gimme Some Skin - This means to shake someone's hand. It lasted from the 60's into the 70's. 'gimme some skin man'

Glow Worm - to be very shiny

Gnarly - Cool; That club was gnarly.

Gnarly - cool, awesome, very good

Gobs - lots of something

Good Look - good looking out. thanks for helping me out

Goon - a nerd

Gravy - Sweet, cool, excellent ex. "Man that club was gravy"

Grit - dirty person

Grody - Gross, disgusting "That was grody!"

Groovey!!! - Really cool far-out!!!

Groovy - Cool

Groovy - cool

Groovy - Cool, hip, wicked

Groovy Baby - That's hotness! something is cool...

Groovy Baby! - Groovy baby means good job baby or that's a good idea.....I believe the term "groovy" means great or fantastic.

Gross - (The only thing on your list my friends said was "fox". but they always tediously said gross. Gross: anything disgusting, unacceptable, rude or unpleasant.

Grouse - good

Gully - real good
Gunshot! Gunshot! - far out, very cool, good

-H-

Hairy Eyeball - Somebody looking at you suspiciously or disapprovingly is giving you the hairy eyeball. Parents and teachers were well known for giving the hairy eyeball.

Hang - to exist with a person or in a place;

Hard Core - narly; not something that lightweights would do.

Heads And Jocks And Nerds - Heads were drug users, jocks played sports and nerds were book smart.

Heavy - meaning: intense

Heavy - really cool,

Heavy - Something that weighs on your mind, it's important, or heavy.

Heavy - Means a bad scene

Heavy - Somthing serious or important. Sometimes used to describe somthing which is depressing. For example, "Polluting the planet... that's heavy, man."

Hep -cat - one grooving mamal

Heres The Skinny - It means ok heres the lowdown or heres the catch

Hertz Donut - A nightmare for those expecting something sweet. A bully asks the nerd, "Do you want a nice Hertz donut?" When the nerd answered in the positive, the bully twists the nerd's nipple (either one) and exclaims, "Hurts, don-ut?"

Hey Sunshine - hey bueatiful

Hey What;s Crackin - these are really cool words

Hip - Cool. "That song was very hip"

Hip - Hip [Hip] Adj. In Style S.S. I like that shirt, it is so hip!
Hip - that's cute!

Hip - Hip was used just as we use "cool" in today's language. It's an expression of stating something is groovy. Refer to the Tower of Power song "What is Hip" for a better understanding.

Hip - Hip was used just as we use "cool" in today's language. It's an expression of stating something is groovy. Refer to the Tower of Power song "What is Hip" for a better understanding.

Hip To The Grove - down with the music

Hippi Letace - a slang term for weed. smoke it if you dare

Holla At Me - talk to me later, or try to get with somebody

Hood - a bad boy (one your mama wouldn't approve of!)

Hot Pants - hot pants means look at her she is very cute or she is a hooty

Hotdog! - When you are amazed at something

How's It Hangin' - Hi how are you, what's up?

Hubba Hubba - used when an attractive walked near by. popular in my town of indianapolis at least.

Hunk - Girls' term for a handsome or otherwise attractive boy. "Ooh, he's such a hunk!"

I Am Out To Lunch - I am confused

I Can Dig It - dig... you are really feelin something

I Dig It! - that's awesome...good idea

I Dig Ya - i like you!
I Hate It! - If someone gave you some bad news about their life, a popular response was "I hate it" (and if some jack-ass heard you say this, they'd usually respond quickly with "I hate it for ya!")

I Hear That. - I accept your decision.

I Like Cheese!! - referred to when saying that something is excellent!!! or sexellent! another cathch phrase! eveyones saying it!

I'm Audie - Leaving I'm out of here

I'm Bad - meaning realy cool slick top person lile im the tops thats right i'm bad

I'm Hip - I agree with you

IYD - In your Dreams

Im On A High - some body on a high

Im Trippin - going nuts on dugs or somethin

It's Casual - meaning things are okay, instead of saying "don't worry about it" you'd say "it's casual"

-J-

Jap/jap - "jap" means something unfair, deceitful, tricky or a ripoff, e.g. "That was a 'jap' (trick) question, "I was japped on that deal." Popular in the '70s when the Japanese were making inroads into the US auto industry and there were some bad feelings about that. Derivation from the earlier term "gypped" which came from the old habit of Gypsies stealing.

Jeepers Creepers - Oh my God or another way of saying far out

Jiggy - dance in a funky way

Jing - money: "I'm broke, man. Got any jing?"

Jinkies - Sign of surprise, "Oh my god!", "Oh dear!"
Jive Turkey - full of it, crazy

Jive Turkey - white guy

Jive Turkey! - A detestable person.

Jive Wise - being hip/cool see: groovy

Jive or Jiving - Jive can mean to talk or chat. Jiving means to talk nonsense, to be deceptive, or nonsensical. "You aint Jiving man?" That would be the same as, "Is that the truth?"

Joanin' - first became popular in the 60's and is synonymous with raggin'; means putting someone down, to cut or rag on them. Ex. "I can't hang with those turkeys; they're always joanin' on me." Possibly peculiar only to the DC area.

Jock - very popular guy like a football player

The Joint - Something that is way cool or outta sight: Billy Rays new Corvette is the Joint!

Jonesin' - An obsession. "Dude Im jonesin" "Ive got a traveling jones"

Joshin - you gotta be joshin me like ur kidding

Juicer - a ladies' man

Jump Back! - when someone's on your "case" about something you would say, "Hey Man, jump back"

Jump Back! - meaning, "are you serious? Wow!

Jump Your Bones - Jump (someones) bones meaning to want to have sex with that person.

Just Because ...get You - Just because you're paranoid doesn't mean they're not out to get you. (not enough room above) became popular during President Nixon's Watergate problem.
-K-

Kangblabla - Kangblabla, meaning i'm having a kangblabla day, or Payton is such a kangblabla. The word can be used almost anywhere.

Keen - Another word for Cool.

Keep On Keepin On - have a good day or hang in there

Keep On Truckin - keep moving

Keep On Truckin' - Term used to encourage a "cool" attitude despite what lies ahead. Truckin' was a loose term for walking with long strides while wearing hiking boots which were extremely popular in the 70's.

Keep On Truckin' - Keep on doing what you've been doing. Don't stop being you.

Keep On Truckin'! - Keep on doing what you're doing (?)

Keep On Truckin... - To keep on keepin on, to continue, to "hang in there" To persevere in spite of difficulties.

Keep On Trucking! - Move along, keep on doing your thing.

Keep on Truckin' - Keep livin' life on the path you are on

Keepin' It Real - it means you are keepin it cool.

Kicks - shoes, running shoes "hey, i like those new kicks you got there"

Killer - A way of saying very cool or extremely dead animal

Kipe - To steal or take.

Kiss My Wrist - another way to say kiss my butt!

Kitty - Another name for a friend or group.

Kosher - cool, sweet.
-L-

La La - Stupid idiot.... That guy is so LA La!

Laker - A RUDE, CRUEL PERSON.

Later - See you at another time.

Later Scater - ur out. see ya!

Latered - Past tense; from the verb, "To later," to get rid of, to leave. "That dude? He was a total dork so I latered him."

Let It All Hang Out! - Go for it!

Let's Blow This Taco Stand. - Let's leave

Let's Blow Up The Cheese - let's leave

Let's Boogie - Let's get going, or Let's dance

Let's Boogie!! - Let's get out of here or leave this place.

Let's Book - let's leave this place

Lets Boogie On Down - dance....like drop it likes it hot

Lets Get The Groove On - lets dance

Lightweight - 1. something that is not hard core 2. Someone who can't handle large quantities of substance

-M-

Macking - Chillen, Hanging out, relaxing
Maintain - main-tain: the word was generally pronounced with a slight halt after the first syllable. A word of caution to someone who is slightly panicked, generally from drug usage. Maintain composure. Generally uttered in unison before the policemen approaches your car during a night of marijuana smoking.

Make groceries. - A Louisiana term meaning to go shopping for food.

The Man - The stupid cops

Man - an abundant phrase it has been replaced by the more common "dude"

Mellow Out - Chill out; Calm Down: Take a pill; Relax; Pop a lude and watch some Land of the Lost, kid.

Mind Your Potatos - to mind your own business

Mint - great......in good condition...excellent

Mondo Cool - cool; awesome

Moofy - Slut, What a moofy pie!!!

Mr Natural - I got a scribe on Mr Natural if you still want it. Shoot me a smoke signal and I will get it to ya'. Put Mr Natural in the subject line...later...ZZ

Mr. Natural - I would like to see a drawing of a little fat character from the sixties. His name was Mr. Natural. He had something to do with truckers such as Keep on Trucking and also I think he was pictured on rolling papers. He was short, fat with a beard, long gown like garment and was in mid step with one huge foot up forward. Hope you can find him for me, sure would appreciate it. Thanks a bushel! Helen Fuller

Mucho Wackoid - Meaning, fantastic, very good. [See "Far Out."]

Mulah - money, cash

My Mellow - MyFriend
-N-

Nanoo, Nanoo - The greeting phrase from Mork and Mindy--when I was in high school it was all the rage to greet each other with it.

Narc - It stands Narcotics officer but it means loser or goody good

Narc - Narc: Tattler. Someone who turns other people in for anything, especially drug use.

Nark - To Squeal, Snitch, rat; or the person who does these things

Narly - cool, sweet

Naughty - to be incredibly cool

Neat - this is kool

Neato - Cool

Nia - it was a word used back in the 70's between black males. "yo whats happening nia?"

Nifty - Neat, interesting, making fun of something involved with a nerd...

Nifty And Dorky - Neat or cool (I remember because I hated this expression. Only dorky people used it.) Dorky (means nerdy)

No Fake - term similar to no foolin'

Nowhere - Meaning various things, e.g. "That's/You're nowhere, man!" meaning that something or someone is boring, uncreative, clueless, foolish, or otherwise "out of it."

Nurkin' - cool or in style
-O-

Off The Hook - cooler then cool

Off The Hook - thats cooler than cool

Out Of Sight - DEFINES ITS SELF(OUT OF THIS WORLD)

Out Of Sight - DEFINES ITS SELF(COOL)

Outta Sight - Like far-out. Very cool, good.

-P-

P.O.W. - Piece of work. Used to degrade someone. Check out that chick in the red dress, what a P.O.W.

Pad - House, home

Pad - The place where one lived like an apartment. "Come on over to my pad for dinner"

Pad - can't remeber much, but wasn't 'pad' usd for home?

Pansey - Sissy. A coward.

Pardy, Hardy - to party until dawn

Pass The J - to pass the marijuiana cigarette

Peace - peace and dont forget the two fingers

Peace - i cant believe no one has it in thier slang dictionarys !! I looked everywhere!

Peace - relax "chill"

Peace - goodbye. see you later.
Peace, Love and Granola - as a green peacer (another 70's term) all my friends and would say peace, love and granola, when we were leaving

Peace Out - it means gotta go

Peace Out Home Free. - It means goodbye friend or goodbye person

Peace, Man! - Meaning "Hello." Or "Good-bye." Although, it's associated with Hippies of the 60's, there were plenty of us hippies in the 70's using this term a lot. It always came with the two-fingers up "V" "peace sign" as a required accompaniment.

Peel Out - to leave quickly or in a hurry, usually on your bike or other vehicle.

Pictures Of Clothing - i think on your website you should have pictures of the clothing you right about because i'm doing a music project and i need to find out about what they wore and what music they liked in the 70s and there are no pictures for me to see. so i think you should get pictures and add them to your website.

Pig - police

Pimp - stud

Pimp Juice - Something that devontae doesn't have! n he does have a BIG head! n to ashely he has a BIG BUTT!!!!!!

Pimpin' - To show that you got all the women. You the man!!!

Pinkpolo'd! - refers to a guy with a good fashion sense.

Pissah - Mad cool yo

Plastic - Fake, Phony - Not real.

Plastic, man, plastic! - It means cool; cool, dude, cool.

Po-ta-toe - it means tight..or strict...your parents are po-ta-toe!

Pop - look

Pop A Wheelie - When driving a bike when you lift front wheel and keep rear wheel on the ground
Powerful - that was strong! amazing or Awsome!

Preps - someone who was never popular but thought they were. they usually spent 2 hours to get ready each and every morning. people noone liked unless you were among the "group"

Primo - The best, Top notch. "Hawaii has PRIMO waves for surfing!"

Primo - High quality stash, or anything considered to be of excellent quality.

Primo - the best, the ultimate

Psyche Out - Astonished, Intense experience. That was a real psyche out, whoa what a trip.

Psyched - As in "Get psyched". Fired up, excited, energized.

Psyched - Excited. "Hey I am so psyched about this concert."

Psychedelic - awesome; That is one psychedelic fad!

-Q-

Quepasa - What's Up?

-R-

R.F.N. - Means "now". When would you like that report? RFN!

The Rabbit Died - a way of saying someone is NOT pregnant. It refers to the old test of injecting a rabbit with a woman's urine. If the rabbit didn't live, the woman wasn't pregnant; if it did, she was.

The Rabbit Died - A way of stating someone is pregnant. Refers to the old test of injecting a rabbit. If the rabbit survived, the person wasn't pregnant, if it died, they were.
The Rabbit Died (CORRECTION) -
http://pregnancy.about.com/library/weekly/aa090901a.htm explains more about the
eexpression "the rabbit died" which was used as a euphemism for "I'm pregnant." The
rabbit *always* died, actually, regardless of whether or not the woman was pregnant.
While I certainly remember hearing this expression used when I was a kid back in the
'70s, it came into usage many decades before that.

Rad - radical, cool, wicked

Rad - another word for cool.

Rad - Cool, awesome

Rad / Radical - Cool

Radical - It means cool

Radical - cool, awesome, sweet. "that was RADICAL man."

Radical Dude or Radical - Means that it was something cool.

Radical! - awesome; neat... That car is radical! (Rad for short)

Raggin' or Rag On - first became popular in the 60's and is synonymous with joanin';
means putting someone down, to cut or joan on them. Ex. "I can't hang with those
turkeys; they're always raggin' on me."

Rah Rah - Jock, square, un-cool person.

Raha - what we "yoopers"[residents of the upper penninsula of mi.] call money

Rasta Biz - Rastafarian term used as a common greeting for both arriving and departing
similar to the Hawaian term Aloha.

Raunchy - gross, disgusting

Raza Unida - we're all together in everything

Raza Unida - rasus put together

Real - Cool, hip, with it. Also, "It's been real", said either genuinely or sarcastically at the
end of an event or a rendezvous. "It's been real, see you on the flip side."
Reamed - to get the crap beaten out of you (that idiot's gonna get reamed!).

Relevant - worth your time; worth paying attention to

Restracto - Ultimate, dark, cool, different, and often violent.

Right - to not like some one or something and to disobey it.

Right Arm/Farm Out - slang making fun of slang

Right On - meaning that they agree with what they are doing, also another word for cool

Right On - i agree

Right on! - Good; accepting something

Righteous - Meaning Groovy or real cool

Ringin' - cool/hip/hot/chic

Rip-off - something that was less than the promised value..."what a rip-off"

Ripped Off Or Rip Off - Having something (could be a material item or an idea) stolen from you. "I got ripped off." Or the idea of purchasing something and not getting your money's worth being a "rip off"

Rite Quick - really quick and or right now

Rock On!!!!!!!!!!!! - it would mean awesome cool, and totally far out dude

Rockin - cool

-S-

Say Brotha - like hi, hey what's up, etc.

Say What? - What are you talking about?
Say What? - a short question usually used to indicate, that you don't believe something someone said; Hate to tell ya this kid, but you didn't win the contest. Say what?

Say, Jack? - Excuse me, phrase used to get ones attention

Say-bra - means, what's up/what's going on

Say-bro - means, what's up/what's going on

Scooby - dont be so clumsy. dont be a scooby

Scoping (scope On) - To be working your crush on someone; they don't necessarily know you're doing it.

See ya on the flipside - See ya later

Shag - To Have Sex!

Shag Wag - A type of car that was very popular in the early 70's, it looked a lot like a bug car but it was shaped a little bit differently. it was made by Ford adn there were not a lot of these cars made, but there should have been because it was a cool looking car. I think that they have gone back to making the car again, but just with a different name. I hope that you could put this phrase on your list on this webpage.

Shagadelic - To be very hot or sexy.

Shagadelic - Cool; Cool person

Shagadelic - Very good in bed

Shick - As in "hott". Dude, that girl is shick.

Shine It On - To disregard, ignore or blow off as insignificant. Also used in reference to individuals who are a "stone drag" as in "shine her on" or "shine him on" and often followed by the word "man" to emphasize the sentiment.

Shrimp Farming - neat

Shuck - Shuck-means to fool someone or make a fool out of someone.

Signed, Sealed, And Delivered - been there.... done that....
Sike. - When you told some thing untrue as a joke or faked someone out you would say "Sike" ( might just be a southern thang)

Sit On It - Made popular by "Happy Days," it means basically "shut up," "go to hell," or some other exasperated expression. "Up your nose with a rubber hose" was a similar expression, but popularized by "Welcome Back, Kotter."

Sit On It' - Shut up; get lost; i.e. "Sit on it, Potsi

Sit On It. - A term of breezy dismissal; I don't agree with/value what you just said.

Slammin - like cool, or awesome

Slammin' - awsome, "that's slammin' man!"

Slap Me Some Skin - Give me a five man

Slick - sneaky "that boy is sleek"

Slide - 1) Verb tr. To give. ex. "...slide me some bread/skin man."

Smack - Nerd, Sissy, Momma's boy, etc.

Smell Ya - means see you later

Smoke It Or Hand It - Meaning to smoke the joint and get high or hand it over to me!

Smokey - used in the C.B language to define a cop. Ex: Hey, there is a smokey on our tail.

Smooch-ya-too - "love you too, sweetie"

Smooth Move Ex Lax - rude comment

Smooth Play Shakespeare - Said/did something really really stupid

Snaps - oops my bad, or your saying sorry or you did something bad.

So Radical - tha is like so sweet

Solid - Cool "Thats pretty solid"
Solid - Solid- A gracious, friendly, or obliging act;(as in) favor: Please do me a solid.

Solid On Down - A loyal person

Sound As A Pound - very good, can also be longer "Sound as a pound up a tree top tall etc" still used today in parts of the midlands

Split - To Leave. "I'm gonna split"

Split - To leave "Man i think im bout to split."

Spoot - sprung

Square - someone not caught up with current trends, not cool..

Square - Someone who hasn't quite made it to cool

Square - Another word for a cigarette

Square - not cool

Square Biz - In agreement with, or in unison with another person's statement.

Stash - Your personal supply of contraband.

Static - Nonsense, as in "man, quit talking all that static."

Stella - If you want to be rude to a disco chick you call her a stella.

Stella - A rude connotation for a 'disco' chick; 'Hey, stella! Shouldn't you be heading for the circus, instead of that disco club?'

Stellar - Cool

Steller - Awsome

Stellular - Awesome. Cool.

Step Into The Past - i need a phrase that means the past or stepping into the past using 70's slang. thank you.

Stoked - Feeling happy with something.
Stoked - excited, as in he called me and I was sooooo stoked!

Stomp! - Dancing all night, like inviting everyone to a disco. "Baby, you wantta Stomp?" Something the kids in my neighborhood used to say, maybe in yours too.

Stone Fox - A "fox" was a really cute guy, but a "stone fox" was the ultimate cute guy!

Stone Groove - Something so cool, it can't just go away. It's etched in stone.

Stoned - High on dope

Stop Dipping In My Kool-aid - stay out of my business


Stylin' - When you were all decked out in your coolest outfit... "You look Maaaavelous"

Sucka! - someone who just got hustled. dummy. stupid.

Sup Babie - hey sexy, you look good

Sweet Man - that's awesome or very cool

Sweet! - so awesomely cool, dude.

Sweetish Dude Like So Far Out - way cool

Swell - Great.

Swingin' - having a good time

-T-

T.C.B - Used among the soul brothers. Stands for "Take Care of Business"

T.C.F.S - " too cool for School " " means that someone is too cool to be in school!"

T.T.Y.L. - Talk to you later!
Take A Chill Pill - come down

Take A Chill Pill - Calm down, cool out. You're too hysterical.

Talking Jive - making no sense when speaking

Ten-four Good Buddy - Borrowed from CB slang; probably not used as much by kids as adults. "Ten-Four" means "I got your message" and "good buddy" was what CBers called each other. "You got the skinny on that?" "Ten-four, good buddy."

Tender - really cool

That Was 'the Joint'. - An event or activity that is outstanding, e.g. a movie, a party or even a song.

That's Cool - sure why not or no thanx

That's Old School - That means it is an old style of being.

That's So Tubular, Man! - tubular/radical- awesome, cool, excellent, stellar..ect..

That's The Joint - My mother was a disco diva in the 70's. She won many hustle contests, trophies and all. Anyway, she said this thing so much when I was growing up I thought I would puc if I heard it one more time. Anyway, 20 some odd years later I can't forget the dame thing. Definition: Well your guess is as good as mine, but when she used it it was more of an accordance with someone that something was cool, the joint, hence; That's the Joint. She said other things too. I will write it when I remember. Would ask her but she doesn't remember anything past '85, too much 70's weed.

That's The Joint! - if something was cool, or what's happening, or by todays term "hot" in the 70's it was "the joint"

That's Tight, Man. - Maybe it was a Northwest thing, but when we said, "Oooh, that's tight, man." It meant, "Okay, that was a low blow" or not very nice at all, a real cut down.

That's Wacked - thats screwed up, thats weird, theres something wrong with that, ex: "that dude was wacked"

Thats Jive Man - Somthin that aint cool. Usually when someone did somthin uncool to someone else.
That's Smashing - that is awesome, cool, and great. "That show was smashing baby yeah!"

This Is Wicked, Man - cool or ritchous

Threads - clothing

Threads - your clothes

Tight - cool

Tight! - awesome, cool, being excited.

Tighten Up. - A phrase used by a "dumb" student in acknowledging to the "smarter" student that he/she was wrong.

To Go Bananas - To go crazy!

To The Bone - totally; completely; to the max. He is scopin' on her to the bone (or TTB)

Toads - Parents

Token Up - The act of smoking weed.

Totally - yeah; sure

Totally - As in "that's right"

Totally - definatetly

Totally Hot - means fashion good

Totally Man - It's like saying that is so cool man!

Totally Munga - totally awsome

Totaly - this means a cool kind of word e.g. hi i like that girl. totaly

Totaly Awesome - totally cool; absoulutly: "That joint was like so totally awesome"

Tough - meaning "very very cool"
Tough - great! Terrific! Really cool. "That's a tough looking car." "Those new shoes are tough"

Tough - Cool or impressive. "That's a tough car!"

Tripping - A term used to describe a deemed insane action or comment by others. i.e. The teacher wants us to read 10 chapters tonight, They are tripping if they think we can read this much tonight.

Trippy - Means 'Cool'. Also used when someone is drinking or smoking, or listening to acid rock. "That music is so trippy."

Tru - meaning that is true

Truck - To Leave Move or Go. Lets Truck, Man - later man gotta truck. Keep on Truckin'

Truckin' - Moving along, taking off, splittin'

Tube It - lets leave this place and go smoke some weed

Tubular - way cool "man your so tubular

Tubular - Awesome, Cool!

Tubular - Awesome, Cool!

Tubular - great awsme

Tubular - Good; cool; ex: "THat dance was tubular!"

Tubular - Good; cool; ex: "THat dance was tubular!"

Tubular! - way cool, awesome

Tuff - Cool or sharp

Tunes - music

Turkey - Synonymous with "jerk" or "idiot". Often used in conjunction with "jive" an in "jive turkey". 
-U-

Unreal - Strange, odd, unique in a weird way, e.g. "That's unreal, man!" Similar in meaning to "far out."

Up Your Nose With A Rubber Hose! - No way, or I'm ticked off by what you did. From "Welcome Back, Kotter." Also, In your ear!

-V-

Veg Out - to relax

-W-

WBS - appeared at the end of notes you passed in high school. Write Back Soon

Wall-a-go - A few minutes ago

Wally Wally Blood And Dolly - meaning your crazy about someone in a very irrational way "your Wally wally blood and dolly about her man she's gonna use you like the foo you are." That's one thing I remember most about the 70's.

Wango - cool, sweet. That car is so wango.

Wanker - a penis. ex. Ya bloody wanker or My wanker is big

Wassup - Hello

Wassup - Hello

Waz Up - what is going on

What A Goof!!! - Bizarre, wacky, unusual
What A Nightmare! - When something was wrong in life, it was defined this way. Used alot in the Midwest.

What Is Hip! - An expression of agreement with something cool.

What It Is?!? - What's up? What's going on?

What It Iz? - Used as a greeting. "What's happenin' bro. What it iz?"

What It Was, What It Is, What It Will Be.... - What it was, what it is, What it will be gonna change for me, gonna set me free- chant- means things are going to work out for the best, and are gonna change

What's Happenin' - see What's Up, Dude

What's Happenin' Man - How's it going ? Life being good to ya?

What's Happening - What are you doing.

What's Happening? - What is going on. Ex: What's happening, man?

What's Shakin'? - Casual greeting; equivalent to "What's Happening?", "How's it going?"

What's The Buzz? - What's going on? What's happening?

What's Up, Dude - what are you doing, how are you doing, or just HEY!!!

What's Your 20? - Derivation of the CB radio term "10-20"--meaning one's present location. In common usage, the phrase "What's your 20?" is someone asking where you are or live.

What's up Homie G Funk? - It is a way of saying hey. "What up"

Whatcha Doin Homy - what are you doing home dog!!!!

Whatever - you don't care

Whats Hanging - thats cool & what's up

Whats Happening - Saying was interchangable with "Hows it going"

Whats Popin - what's going on with you
What's The Skinny - What's up? What's goin on?

Where Ever You Go, There You Are - A statement showing revelation at a situation or result of an event

Wicked - Something so very cool, usually expressed as like "That's so wicked cool!" also heard expressed as 'Wick' as in "You're new car is wick, man!"

Wicked - freakin awesome!!!

Wicked (pronounced wicket) - 'Cool' as 'That Boston concert was wicked.' 'Real' as 'It's wicked cold out today.' Term was used a lot in Ma and RI in the mid to late 70's

Wipeout - Surfing term; when you are seperated from your surfboard by a big wave, eg. "Did you see that wipeout!"

Wired - high

Wizard - another word for cool, or awesome.

Word - It means, that you agree wiht the person!

Word - I agree

Wowzers - unbelievable

Wowzers - unbelievable

Wowzzerz! - used to say somethig is really cool or somone is happy Ex: Wowzzerz kelly nice shirt

-Y-

Ya Baby - of course, sure

Yagalistic - Boring "This party is Yagalistic, lets roll."

Yank My Chain - To mislead someone. To waste their time. To be dishonest. "Dont yank my chain buddy."
Yeah - right on dudE!

Yeah, Baby! - o yeah; great;

 Yo 'sup? - hi, what is going on??

 Yo All Stop Jivin'! - quit, now, this is serious!

 Yo G Trippy Style - Awesome skating move

 Yo, Wazzup G-unit! Welcome To The Hood Home Slice. - Phrase: Def. Hey! What is up rapper! Welcome to the community friend.

 You Ain't Just A Woofin' - agreeing with

 You Wanna Fight? Then Fight These Tears! - Meaning Don't even try to fight me. I don't want to.

 Youngblood - It means young man/young boy

 Your Groovy - your cool

 Your Mother - refers to someone telling someone else that they had sex with someone elses mother. the statement is of course not meant to be taken seriously, but is used as a bad comeback.

-Z-

Zappy - When someone is acting crazy.

Zetus-Lapeduz - like are you serious....NO WAy...thats not true. that cant be happening! You are jokin right?!

Zipperhead - A white person who acts with black tendencies.

Zipperhead - Guys with short hair, usually into disco music.

Zoinks - AMAZING
Zoinks! - scared, horrified; shocked

Zomba - something is really cool

Zooky-zooky - very awesome and amusing

Zoot - For something to go flailing outwards, usually shouted as like "ZOOT!"